Multiwavelength scaling relations in galaxy groups: a detailed comparison of GAMA and KiDS observations to BAHAMAS simulations
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ABSTRACT

We study the scaling relations between the baryonic content and total mass of groups of galaxies, as these systems provide a unique way to examine the role of non-gravitational processes in structure formation. Using Planck and ROSAT data, we conduct detailed comparisons of the stacked thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ) and X-ray scaling relations of galaxy groups found in the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey and the BAHAMAS hydrodynamical simulation. We use weak gravitational lensing data from the Kilo Degree Survey to determine the average halo mass of the studied systems. We analyse the simulation in the same way, using realistic weak lensing, X-ray, and tSZ synthetic observations. Furthermore, to keep selection biases under control, we employ exactly the same galaxy selection and group identification procedures to the observations and simulation. Applying this comparison, we find that the simulations reproduce the richness, size, and stellar mass functions of GAMA groups, as well as the stacked weak lensing and tSZ signals in bins of group stellar mass. However, the simulations predict X-ray luminosities that are higher than observed for this optically selected group sample. As the same simulations were previously shown to match the luminosities of X-ray-selected groups, this suggests that X-ray-selected systems may form a biased subset. Finally, we demonstrate that our observational processing of the X-ray and tSZ signals is free of significant biases. We find that our optical group selection procedure has, however, some room for improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the currently favoured ΛCDM model, structure forms hierarchically from small density fluctuations that are observed as
minute temperature fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background (CMB; Planck Collaboration XIII 2016). Although dark matter is the driving force behind the formation of the large-scale structure, it is nonetheless crucial to understand the distribution and observable properties of the baryonic matter: while it may not play a major role in structure formation, it does provide the link between the observable universe and the underlying distribution of matter. Furthermore, to do so-called ‘precision cosmology’ with large-scale structure, an accurate characterization of baryonic effects on the total mass distribution is required (e.g. Semboloni et al. 2011; van Daalen et al. 2011).

Individual galaxies may be viewed as the main building blocks of large-scale structure, but the continuous accretion of smaller structures into larger ones results in galaxy groups being the most common environment in which galaxies are found. Bridging the gap between field galaxies and massive clusters, galaxy groups fill in an important phase of structure formation and it is thought that most galaxies are either part of a group or have been part of a group in the past (Eke et al. 2004b). Groups have not been studied as extensively as clusters of galaxies or galaxies themselves. This is likely because galaxy groups are difficult to identify observationally, given the relatively low number of galaxies they comprise and their low contrast against the background. Only recently, with the advent of large spectroscopic surveys, have substantial samples of groups become available.

The halo mass, a key quantity, can only be measured indirectly for individual groups. Although they can be studied using deep X-ray observations (e.g. Sun et al. 2009), a simple interpretation of such results may be affected by non-gravitational physical processes, such as active galactic nuclei (AGN) and feedback linked to star formation and supernovae. These processes have a strong effect on the distribution of matter in groups and in particular baryons (Fabjan et al. 2010; McCarthy et al. 2010; Le Brun et al. 2014; Velliscig et al. 2014), because the gravitational binding energy of groups is not as large as that of galaxy clusters, where they do not play a major role in their mass content.

The gravitational potential wells of galaxy groups are deep enough to retain some fraction of the baryons, so the main effect of the various feedback processes is to change the distribution of the different components and therewith the correlations between the various observable properties. These scaling relations are the result of the various processes that govern the formation of galaxy groups. This makes them ideal targets for studying the effect feedback processes have on the matter distribution. Hydrodynamical simulations have shown how various feedback processes can affect the distribution of baryonic and non-baryonic matter at all mass scales (e.g. Mummery et al. 2017). This effect has recently also been measured in the cross-correlation between baryonic and non-baryonic probes such as the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ) signal and gravitational lensing (van Waerbeke, Hinshaw & Murray 2014; Hill & Spergel 2014; Battaglia, Hill & Murray 2015; Hojjati et al. 2015; Hojjati et al. 2017). A better understanding of galaxy group scaling relations can help to promote groups as a robust statistical cosmological probe and shed light on the underlying mass scale. While a better understanding of feedback processes also helps to improve constraints from cosmic shear studies (Semboloni et al. 2011; Semboloni, Hoekstra & Schaye 2013).

Detailed multiwavelength studies of individual groups provide key information on the scatter in scaling relations, but are expensive. Fortunately, a great deal can be learned by characterizing their average scaling relations, which can be obtained by considering the properties of ensembles of groups (i.e. stacking signals of subsets selected by some observable, such as stellar mass, etc.). Thanks to wide-area surveys in X-ray, optical, and millimetre wavelengths, such scaling relations can now be measured with good precision. However, in stacking analyses object selection becomes particularly important, as the interpretation relies on an understanding of the underlying population. For instance, X-ray-selected samples may be biased if they preferentially pick out X-ray luminous/gas-rich systems. The best strategy is then to select a clean sample using a different (independent) indicator and stack the observables of interest for the entire sample. For instance, Anderson et al. (2015) argued that samples based on optical properties are not prone to the X-ray selection bias.

Anderson et al. (2015) used a sample of ‘locally brightest galaxies’ (LBG) defined by Planck Collaboration XI (2013) and measured the stacked X-ray luminosity, whereas Planck Collaboration XI (2013) studied the stacked tSZ signal. The rationale for using LBGs is that they typically correspond to the central galaxy in a dark matter halo. These studies bin their sample in LBG stellar mass and use this as a proxy for halo mass, using the stellar-to-halo mass relation predicted by the semi-analytic model of Guo et al. (2011). Wang et al. (2016) have done a recalibration of the Anderson et al. (2015) result using gravitational lensing, in order to eliminate the model dependence linking the central galaxy luminosity to its parent halo mass. The resulting X-ray luminosity-mass and tSZ-mass scaling relations may, however, be difficult to interpret if there is significant scatter in the correlations between the different observables used. This is where realistic numerical hydrodynamical simulations can be helpful, as they offer a way to interpret the observations and study the effect of these physical processes on the matter distribution in the Universe.

In this paper we study the X-ray and tSZ effect scaling relations using a large sample of galaxy groups from the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey (Driver et al. 2011), a large spectroscopic survey that is ideally suited to identify galaxy groups. In contrast to Anderson et al. (2015), we determine the halo masses using stacked weak gravitational lensing measurements from the Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS; Kuijken et al. 2015; de Jong et al. 2017; Hildebrandt et al. 2017). We use the X-ray measurements from the ROSAT All Sky Survey X-ray data (Voges 1992) and the Planck Compton-y-map (Planck Collaboration XIII 2016) for the tSZ measurements. The groups are identified using a (modified version of) the Friends-of-Friends (FoF) group finding algorithm employed for the GAMA survey (Robotham et al. 2011). Crucially, we apply the same algorithm to the BARYons and HAloes of MAssive System simulations (BAHAMAS; McCarthy et al. 2017), so that we obtain two identically selected group samples. We use the integrated stellar mass of the groups (which is a proxy for the total halo mass) to stack the other observables.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the GAMA data and describe the BAHAMAS simulations. We discuss the group selection process and final samples in Section 3. The stacking procedures and relevant data sets are introduced in Section 4. We present our main results in Section 5 and discuss the impact of selection effects on these results in Section 6. Finally, we discuss and summarize our results in Section 7. We note that throughout this paper we use $\log = \log_{10}$.

2 OBSERVED AND SIMULATED DATA

2.1 The GAMA group sample

In contrast to clusters of galaxies, galaxy groups are more difficult to identify using optical imaging data. A robust selection requires spectroscopic data with a highly complete spatial coverage to find
overdensities of galaxies that appear to reside in a common structure. Such a data set is provided by GAMA, a highly complete spectroscopic survey of nearly 300 000 galaxies down to magnitude \( r < 19.8 \). The full survey covers a total area of about 286 deg\(^2\) split into five different patches on the sky (Driver et al. 2009, 2011; Liske et al. 2015). We restrict our analysis to the three equatorial fields of the survey, G09, G12, and G15 (which comprise a total area of 180 deg\(^2\)), because there is a uniform target selection in these fields. Moreover, these fields overlap with the imaging data from KiDS (de Jong et al. 2017), which are used to determine the weak lensing mass estimates of the groups.

The groups are identified using an FoF algorithm in which galaxies are grouped based on their line-of-sight and projected physical separations (Robotham et al. 2011). Unlike the standard GAMA group catalogue we applied an FoF algorithm on an approximately volume-limited sample, we further discuss the FoF catalogue in Section 3. The integrated stellar masses of the group members, derived analogues to the integrated luminosity in Robotham et al. (2011), are then used to select samples of groups for which we determine the ensemble-averaged X-ray luminosity, tSZ signal, and weak lensing mass. We use weak gravitational lensing to determine the average group masses, because the amplitude of the lensing signal is proportional to the group mass. This signal itself is determined by measuring the coherent distortions in the shapes of galaxies in the background of the group (Viola et al. 2015). This will be discussed in more details in Section 4.1.

### 2.2 The BAHAMAS simulations

To interpret the observations we rely on cosmological hydrodynamical simulations that can capture the complex baryon physics that determines the observed properties of galaxy groups. This requires a sufficiently large simulation volume to ensure a significant sample of massive haloes that can be studied, but also sufficiently high resolution to study the small scales where baryonic processes are important. Although the dynamic range of such simulations is rapidly increasing, current cosmological simulations must implement subgrid prescriptions to capture important physical processes that occur on scales that are too small to resolve directly (e.g. star formation, accretion onto black holes, initiation of feedback-driven outflows, etc.). The OverWhelmingly Large Simulations (OWLS) project (Schaye et al. 2010), and its large-volume extension cosmOWLS (Le Brun et al. 2014; McCarthy et al. 2014), highlighted the sensitivity of the predicted properties of collapsed structures to the details of the subgrid modelling. On large scales and for the massive haloes of interest here, this sensitivity is tied mostly to the modelling of AGN feedback as opposed to that of stellar feedback, which is dominant in lower mass systems (McCarthy et al. 2011; Le Brun et al. 2014; Crain et al. 2015).

The lack of ab initio predictive power of cosmological simulations when it comes to the stellar fractions of haloes led Schaye et al. (2015) to the conclusion that the feedback should be calibrated to reproduce these observations, motivating the Evolution and Assembly of GaLaxies and their Environment project, a successor to OWLS. In this approach, one can then run different models that are all calibrated on the same observables and test their realism by looking at other independent observables (Crain et al. 2015). More recently, this calibration philosophy has been applied to larger scales in the BAHAMAS project (McCarthy et al. 2017). McCarthy et al. (2017) which extended the calibration to also include the gas fractions of groups and clusters, since the hot gas dominates over the stellar mass fraction in such systems and is therefore crucially important when trying to constrain feedback models.

BAHAMAS consists of a suite of large-volume (400 Mpc \( h^{-1} \)) simulations with 1024\(^3\) baryon and CDM particles and a force softening of 4 kpc \( h^{-1} \), run in a variety of background cosmologies while adopting a fixed calibrated feedback model. Here we use the WMAP9-based cosmology run (with massless neutrinos), described in McCarthy et al. (2017). BAHAMAS was run using a modified version of the \textit{gadget} 3 code (Springel et al. 2005). The simulations include subgrid treatments for metal-dependent radiative cooling (Wiersma, Schaye & Smith 2009a), star formation (Schaye & Dalla Vecchia 2008), stellar evolution and chemodynamics (Wiersma et al. 2009b), and stellar and AGN feedback (Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2008; Booth & Schaye 2009), developed as part of the OWLS project (see Schaye et al. 2010 and references therein). The large volume of BAHAMAS means that the simulations contain the full range of massive haloes (\( 10^{12} - 10^{15} M_{\odot} \)), ideal for our purpose. Importantly, McCarthy et al. (2017) have shown that BAHAMAS approximately reproduces the stacked baryon scaling relations found for the LBG sample by Planck Collaboration XI (2013) for the tSZ effect and by Anderson et al. (2015) for the X-ray luminosity. Our paper presents the next step, comparing the scaling relations of a galaxy group sample and comparing these to observations.

Light-cones of \( 5 \times 5 \) deg\(^2\) of the gas, stellar, and dark matter particles, along with the corresponding galaxy and halo catalogues, are constructed by stacking randomly rotated and translated simulation snapshots along the line of sight between \( z = 0 \) and \( z = 3 \) (McCarthy et al. 2014). We use 25 quasi-independent light-cones constituting a total sky area of 625 deg\(^2\). Fig. 1 shows cut outs of the tSZ-, X-ray-, and lensing convergence maps (\( \kappa \)-maps) of one of the light-cones, centred on the most massive cluster in one of the light-cones (\( \log [ M_{500} / (h^{-1} M_{\odot}) ] = 14.3 \)). The Compton-y signal is a direct integral of the gas pressure along the line of sight, whereas the X-ray map is produced by computing the X-ray spectrum for each gas particle in the simulation based on the gas pressure, temperature and metallicity before doing the line of sight integral. The \( \kappa \)-map, which is proportional to the projected mass, is computed using the KiDS source galaxy redshift distribution \( n(z) \) (Hildebrandt et al. 2017).

#### 2.2.1 Galaxy selection prior to group finding

Since we are attempting to compare the observed and predicted properties of optically selected groups, the simulations should at least broadly reproduce the properties of the galaxy population (specifically the stellar masses). Otherwise we would likely select systems of different halo mass in the simulations and observations (and would therefore have no right to expect similarity in the gas-phase properties). As noted above, the feedback model in BAHAMAS was calibrated to approximately reproduce the local galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF) as determined using SDSS data. Here we compare to the GSMF from GAMA (Wright et al. 2017), where we select a sample of galaxies with a Petrosian stellar mass (Taylor et al. 2011) \( \log [ M_*/M_{\odot} ] > 10 \) and also implement a redshift cut of \( z < 0.2 \). The stellar mass limit is set by the resolution of the BAHAMAS simulations, while the redshift limit corresponds approximately to the maximum redshift out to which a passive galaxy of this mass can be observed given the depth of GAMA. In other words, this selection corresponds to an approxi-
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Figure 1. The three panels show 17 arcmin × 17 arcmin cut-outs from the BAHAMAS light-cone maps. From left to right we show the tSZ signal ($y$), the X-ray flux ($F_X$), and the lensing convergence ($\kappa$), centred on the most massive cluster, $\log[M_{500}/(h^{-1} M_\odot)] = 14.27$. The X-ray map is in the 0.5–2.4keV energy band and the $\kappa$ map was generated using the KiDS source redshift distribution.

Figure 2. The stellar mass functions of the approximately volume-limited galaxy samples from GAMA and BAHAMAS. The simulation feedback models were calibrated to reproduce the present-day stellar mass function in McCarthy et al. (2017).

![Stellar mass function](image)

In the simulations, the stellar mass is measured within a simple 30 kpc radius in 3D space, which both Schaye et al. (2015) and McCarthy et al. (2017) have found approximates the Petrosian stellar mass estimate well. The corresponding GSMF from BAHAMAS agrees rather well with the observations (black histogram in Fig. 2), especially in comparison to many previous simulation efforts (see, e.g. the right-hand panel of Fig. 5 in Schaye et al. 2015).

Note that in principle we do not have to restrict our analysis to a volume-limited sample with $z < 0.2$, but could instead use the full flux-limited sample of GAMA (modulo galaxies with masses below the resolution limit of BAHAMAS). This would allow us to probe groups and clusters at $z > 0.2$ and therefore boost our statistics. However, to mimic such a selection in the simulations requires the use of detailed stellar population models (which have non-negligible uncertainties) to calculate the flux of each galaxy, while also accounting for dust attenuation, K-corrections, etc. By restricting the analysis to an approximately volume-limited sample with a limited redshift range, our results are more robust against these modelling uncertainties.

3 FRIENDS-OF-FRIENDS GROUP SELECTION

Various algorithms have been used to find groups in observational data (e.g. Eke et al. 2004a; Yang et al. 2005, 2007; Robotham et al. 2011), as well as simulations (see Knebe et al. 2011 and references therein). Each approach has its strengths and drawbacks, assigning different weights to different quantities. Consequently, comparisons between simulated and observed group samples are generally not trivial, unless the selection procedure used for the observations and simulations is the same. However, as already noted, even adopting an identical group selection does not guarantee a useful comparison if the simulations do not have a broadly realistic galaxy population. As a consequence of calibration on the observed GSMF, BAHAMAS does have a realistic galaxy population (see Section 2.1), so we can now proceed to test the simulations against other independent data sets (namely the weak lensing masses, X-ray luminosities $L_X$, and tSZ $Y$, quantities which are defined later in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3).

3.1 Group selection set-up

Here we take advantage of the FoF algorithm developed by Robotham et al. (2011) for the GAMA survey. A crucial aspect of FoF algorithms in general is the choice of linking lengths. For the flux-limited GAMA sample, Robotham et al. (2011) implemented projected and line-of-sight linking lengths that depend on galaxy luminosity, in the sense that the maximum allowed linking lengths increase with increasing luminosity. Via comparison to...
mock galaxy catalogues, they found that having such a dependence (rather than having fixed linking lengths) yields an FoF sample that is closer in its statistical properties to the true underlying mock catalogue.

For the present comparison, we use an approximately volume-limited sample and adopt a fixed linking length, evaluated using equations (1) and (4) of Robotham et al. (2011). We have found that BAHAMAS does not reproduce the GAMA galaxy $r$-band luminosity function, in that it predicts too many galaxies (by about a factor of 2) above the GAMA flux limit. We have found that this is due to the simulated galaxies having too high star formation rates at late times (see McCarthy et al. 2017), which significantly boosts the optical luminosities (sometimes referred to as ‘frosting’). For example, star formation within the past 2 Gyr accounts for $<5$ per cent of the stellar mass in BAHAMAS galaxies but accounts for more than 25 per cent of the total $r$-band luminosity. As the selection of the sample we study here does not depend on the luminosity function, this does not affect our conclusions, but it does prevent the use of a luminosity-dependent linking length. However, it is possible to adopt a stellar mass-dependent linking length, which we plan to do in future studies. It is also worth pointing out that for previous galaxy mocks used for GAMA, which were derived from a semi-analytic model (see Robotham et al. 2011), the predicted luminosities were adjusted by hand to reproduce the observed luminosity function, whereas we have not attempted to do this for BAHAMAS.

Note that we use the observed GSMF with a lower stellar mass limit of $10^{10} M_\odot$ to evaluate the mean comoving intergalaxy separation in equation (2) of that study. Because we are adopting a different linking strategy than that of Robotham et al. (2011), the group catalogue derived from the GAMA data were recomputed, so as to ensure a consistent comparison with the BAHAMAS group catalogues. We also note that when computing the mean intergalaxy separation required for the linking length calculation, we use the same GSMF (the observed one) for both the data and the simulations.
Figure 4. The stacked excess surface density (ESD) profile of the FoF groups for the three stellar mass bins. The red points correspond to measurements around the GAMA groups using the KiDS weak lensing data while the black points are the signal as measured from the FoF groups found in the BAHAMAS simulation. In the top panels the fits to the actual data are presented, and the bottom panels show fits to the simulations. The halo model fits and their 68 per cent confidence regions are indicated by the coloured regions. The fiducial or standard halo model is indicated by orange regions, whereas the results from the modified or adapted model are shown in green. The similarity between the ESD profiles of the GAMA and BAHAMAS groups is remarkable and further highlights the level of realism of the simulations as well as our ability to select the same objects.

Figure 5. A comparison of the observationally processed simulation data and the projected 3D data from the BAHAMAS simulation. Left-hand panel: The stacked soft band X-ray luminosity $L_{X,500} - M_{500}$ relation. Right-hand panel: The stacked $Y_{5,500} - M_{500}$ relation. The true (3D) mean relations are represented by the blue data points, while the observationally processed (that is from the projected simulation) stacked relations are represented by the black data points. The error bars of the black points (2D ‘observations’) come from a bootstrap re-sampling analysis. The vertical lines on true (3D) points are not error bars in strict sense, but mark the 16th and 84th percentiles regions of the underlying sample. The open data point in the left-hand panel show negative measured flux values.
We follow Robotham et al. (2011) and compute the comoving transverse and radial linking lengths as \( b(L_{\text{sep}}) \) and \( b R(L_{\text{sep}}) \), respectively. Here \( L_{\text{sep}} \) is the mean comoving separation of galaxies with \( M_\star > 10^{10} \, M_\odot \) and \( z < 0.2 \) (i.e. within our approximately volume-limited sample). We compute \( L_{\text{sep}} = 4.1 \, \text{Mpc} \, h^{-1} \) (note that this is mainly determined by the lowest-mass galaxies in our sample, as they are the most abundant). The coefficients \( b \) and \( R \) are adjustable. Using mock galaxy catalogues generated using a semi-analytic model of galaxy formation, Robotham et al. determined the optimal values of \( b \) and \( R \), by comparing the recovered group catalogue (and its galaxy membership) to the true group catalogue from the simulations. Following Robotham et al. (2011), we also adopt \( b = 0.06 \) and \( R = 18 \) for our analysis. In principle we could perform similar tests to those in Robotham et al. (2011) to determine the optimal values of \( b \) and \( R \) for BAHAMAS, but leave this for future work. While the values we adopt may not be optimal, they are consistently applied to both the simulated and observed galaxy catalogues, making the comparison a fair one. Thus, we use exactly the same linking lengths when deriving the FoF/group catalogues for BAHAMAS and GAMA, allowing us to make a fair and meaningful comparison between the two.

In Fig. 3 we compare various distribution functions of the GAMA (red) and BAHAMAS (black) groups using the modified FoF algorithm. The top left-hand panel shows the GSMFs of galaxies that are associated with FoF groups. A comparison to Fig. 2 indicates that approximately one-third of the galaxies with \( M_\star > 10^{10} \, M_\odot \) and \( z < 0.2 \) are assigned to groups by the FoF algorithm. The top right-hand panel shows the total integrated group stellar mass function, where the total integrated group stellar mass is the summed stellar mass of all member galaxies, corrected for the GAMA luminosity function to account for missing flux of galaxies, analogues to the group \( r \)-band luminosity defined in Robotham et al. (2011, section 4.4; equation 22). We should note that, in order to have a perfect match with the data, and, assuming the cosmology is correct, it is necessary that the simulations fulfill the following conditions:

(i) the simulated cosmology should be correct, as this sets the abundance of host dark matter haloes

(ii) the simulated stellar mass-halo mass relation should be correct for the full galaxy sample, as this is required to select galaxies in the same way in GAMA and BAHAMAS

(iii) the simulated distribution and abundance of satellites in groups and clusters of galaxies should be correct, otherwise the richness would be incorrect

(iv) that both GAMA and BAHAMAS probe the same large-scale environments (characterized by e.g. the mean mass density).

Given that only (ii) was calibrated carefully in BAHAMAS, it is remarkable that all items (i) to (iv) align with the data without forced calibration. Fig. 3 indicates that the FoF group selection yields galaxy groups with similar properties in the data and simulations. The remaining differences are unlikely to affect the conclusion of our stacking analysis.

### 3.2 The final group samples

For our stacking analysis, we divide the groups into three bins of total group stellar mass, \( M_\text{500} \), which is defined as the sum of the stellar masses of the member galaxies, corrected for missing flux based on the GAMA luminosity function (section 4.4; equation 22) of Robotham et al. (2011). We then measure the lensing signal for each bin and compute \( R_{500} \) and \( L_{X} \) from a halo model Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) fit. With the halo masses and corresponding radii defined, we can measure the stacked tSZ and X-ray signal in each of the bins and combine them with the average halo masses from the lensing measurement to obtain the \( Y - M_{500} \) and \( L_X - M_{500} \) relations, where \( Y \) is the integrated tSZ signal and \( L_X \) is the X-ray luminosity (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3 for the exact definition).

Table 1 provides details of each of the stellar mass bins. As commonly found in the literature (e.g. van Uitert et al. 2017), we adopt the Brightest Central Galaxy (BCG) as the operational definition of the group centre. Furthermore, Robotham et al. (2011) and Viola et al. (2015) who found this is a good assumption using mock catalogues and weak lensing measurements, respectively. In Section 5 we discuss the validity of this assumption.

### 4 THE STACKED PROPERTIES OF THE GALAXY GROUPS

Having identified the galaxy groups, we proceed to measure their mean halo masses and diffuse gas content. The halo masses are determined using weak gravitational lensing, and the analysis is described in Section 4.1. We explore two probes of the diffuse gas of the intragroup medium, namely the X-ray emission (Section 4.2) and the tSZ effect (Section 4.3). The two tracers have differing dependencies on gas density, temperature, and metallicity, making them complementary probes.

#### 4.1 Weak gravitational lensing

The images of distant galaxies are distorted by the tidal effect of the gravitational potential of intervening matter; this effect is commonly referred to as weak gravitational lensing (see e.g. Bartelmann & Schneider 2001, for a detailed introduction), and has become a widely used tool to study the matter distribution in the Universe. The amplitude of the signal is directly related to the mass of the lens, irrespective of its dynamical state. This makes it an ideal technique to determine the masses of massive objects such as galaxy groups. Unfortunately, the lensing signal for individual groups is too weak to be detected and therefore we can only study ensemble averages.

Viola et al. (2015) studied the lensing signal of GAMA groups and we refer the interested reader there for a more detailed discussion of the measurements and modelling therein. The amplitude of the group signal at a projected distance \( R \) from the group centre is directly related to the excess surface density, \( \Delta \Sigma \), defined as

\[
\Delta \Sigma(R) = \bar{\Sigma}(\leq R) - \bar{\Sigma}(R),
\]

where \( \bar{\Sigma}(\leq R) \) is the mean surface density within an aperture of radius \( R \), and \( \bar{\Sigma}(R) \) the azimuthally averaged surface density at radius \( R \). The excess surface density can be expressed in terms of the azimuthally averaged tangential shear, \( \gamma_t \), and the critical surface density, \( \Sigma_{\text{crit}} \):

\[
\Delta \Sigma(R) = \Sigma_{\text{crit}}(\gamma_t(R)).
\]

where the inverse critical surface density for a lens at redshift \( z_l \), and sources with a redshift distribution \( n(z_s) \), is given by

\[
\Sigma_{\text{crit}}^{-1} = \frac{4\pi G}{c^2} \int_{z_l+0.2}^{\infty} \frac{D_l(z_l)D_s(z_l, z_s)}{D_s(z_l)} n(z_s) dz_s,
\]

where \( D(z) \) is the angular diameter distance to redshift \( z \), and \( G, c \) are, respectively, the gravitational constant and the speed of light. We only considered sources with a redshift \( z_s > 0.2 \); this mitigates...
any effects which might be caused by the contamination of the source galaxy sample by group members (Dvornik et al. 2017).

The tangential shear is obtained using the shape measurements from the KiDS r-band data (de Jong et al. 2017; Hildebrandt et al. 2017). The shapes themselves were determined using the well-characterized LENS fit algorithm (Miller et al. 2007; Fenech Conti et al. 2017) and the residual systematic error on statistical shear measurements is about 1 per cent. We follow Viola et al. (2015) to compute the signal from the data and correct the signal for residual multiplicative bias. For the lenses we use the group spectroscopic redshift $z_i$ as measured by GAMA. The source redshift distribution, $n(z_s)$, is determined by directly calibrating the KiDS photometric redshifts using deep spectroscopic data; we refer to section 3.2 of Hildebrandt et al. (2017) for further details.

We compute the simulated shear maps for each BAHAMAS light-cone, adopting the KiDS source redshift distribution. This enables us to compare the results directly to the observations. Fig. 4 shows the resulting stacked Excess Surface Density (ESD) profiles for the three stellar mass bins. The red points with error bars indicate the actual measurements of the excess surface density around GAMA groups. The black points with (small) error bars correspond to the signal measured from BAHAMAS. The error budget of the GAMA groups demonstrates our ability to select groups consistently be-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\log \left( \frac{M_{BCG}}{M_\odot}^{-1} \right)$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{groups}}$</th>
<th>$\bar{z}$</th>
<th>$\log \left( \frac{M_{BCG}}{M_\odot}^{-1} \right)$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{groups}}$</th>
<th>$\bar{z}$</th>
<th>$\log \left( \frac{M_{BCG}}{M_\odot}^{-1} \right)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.5–11.5</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>10.77</td>
<td>1658</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>10.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5–11.8</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>11.03</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8–12.7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>11.12</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>11.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within the potential well of the galaxy group haloes, thermal Bremsstrahlung, in case of the most massive ones ($T_{\text{gas}} \sim 10^7 K$), and metal-line emission ($T_{\text{gas}} \lesssim 10^4 K$) provide effective mechanisms for gas to radiate away some of its thermal energy (Bertone et al. 2010; van de Voort & Schaye 2013 and references therein).
Table 2. The mean group properties of the GAMA Friends-of-Friends groups from the stacking analysis. The first column gives the mean group stellar mass with the standard error on the mean, the second and third columns provide the best-fitting $M_{200}$ with the 16th and 84th percentile uncertainties based on MCMC simulation of the standard (S) and adapted (A) halo model, respectively. The fourth column provides the counts to flux conversion factors $C_{\text{conversion}}$ (note that this includes the $k$-correction) and the mean gas temperature (derived from $M_{200}$) $kT$ is given in the fifth column. Finally the stacked thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich signal and the X-ray luminosity with their 1σ uncertainties from the bootstrap analysis are provided in column six and seven.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>log $\log_{10} \frac{M_{\ast}}{M_{\odot}}$ (dex)</th>
<th>log $\log_{10} \frac{M_{200}}{M_{\odot}}$ (dex)</th>
<th>log $\log_{10} \frac{M_{200}}{M_{\odot}}$ (dex)</th>
<th>$C_{\text{conversion}}$ (10$^{-11}$ erg cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$kT$ (keV)</th>
<th>$Y_{2xR_{500}}$ (10$^{43}$ cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>log $\log_{10} \frac{L_{X,500}}{\text{erg s}^{-1}}$ (dex)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.23 ± 0.01</td>
<td>12.99$^{+0.09}_{-0.10}$</td>
<td>13.29$^{+0.16}_{-0.17}$</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>7.39 ± 2.78</td>
<td>41.60$^{+0.10}_{-0.33}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.62 ± 0.01</td>
<td>13.46$^{+0.07}_{-0.07}$</td>
<td>13.57$^{+0.21}_{-0.15}$</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>17.72 ± 8.31</td>
<td>42.58$^{+0.14}_{-0.09}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.94 ± 0.03</td>
<td>13.95$^{+0.08}_{-0.08}$</td>
<td>13.92$^{+0.09}_{-0.11}$</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>68.73 ± 27.56</td>
<td>43.32$^{+0.07}_{-0.08}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. As Table 2 but for the BAHAMAS FoF groups. As the simulation X-ray maps are provided in observed flux, only the $k$-correction is provided in column three.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>log $\log_{10} \frac{M_{\ast}}{M_{\odot}}$ (dex)</th>
<th>log $\log_{10} \frac{M_{200}}{M_{\odot}}$ (dex)</th>
<th>log $\log_{10} \frac{M_{200}}{M_{\odot}}$ (dex)</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$kT$ (keV)</th>
<th>$Y_{2xR_{500}}$ (10$^{43}$ cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>log $\log_{10} \frac{L_{X,500}}{\text{erg s}^{-1}}$ (dex)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.21 ± 0.00</td>
<td>12.95$^{+0.02}_{-0.02}$</td>
<td>13.35$^{+0.04}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>7.74 ± 1.16</td>
<td>42.40$^{+0.09}_{-0.14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.61 ± 0.00</td>
<td>13.47$^{+0.03}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>13.61$^{+0.04}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>16.55 ± 3.50</td>
<td>42.86$^{+0.10}_{-0.20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.89 ± 0.01</td>
<td>13.87$^{+0.06}_{-0.07}$</td>
<td>13.93$^{+0.06}_{-0.07}$</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>64.86 ± 16.24</td>
<td>43.74$^{+0.14}_{-0.07}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We study the resulting X-ray luminosities of the groups using data from the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS; Voges 1992). RASS is an all-sky survey in the soft band X-ray survey conducted with the position sensitive proportional counter instrument (PSPC) aboard the Röntgensatellit (ROSAT) (Trümper 1986, 1992). In this work we use a full sky map of the ROSAT data, made publicly available by the Centre d’Analyse de Données Etendues (CADE).$^2$ These maps are provided in the HEALPix pixelization scheme (Gorski et al. 2005).

CADE provides ROSAT photon count maps in three energy bands as well as a map of the exposure time. The three photon count maps cover (1) the full ROSAT energy range of 0.1–2.4 keV, (2) the softest X-ray radiation in the range of 0.1–0.4 keV, and (3) the 0.5–2.4 keV energy band. In this study we use the latter band, as below 0.5 keV photons suffer heavily from absorption by the interstellar medium of the Milky Way. We measure the stacked X-ray luminosities of both the GAMA and BAHAMAS galaxy groups by performing an aperture photometry procedure similar to the method outlined in Anderson et al. (2015).

For each group we measure the X-ray flux in an aperture centred on the BCG. We start the extraction of the signal by estimating the halo mass, $M_{200}$, of the group based on its integrated group stellar mass and the $M_{200} – M_{\ast}$ relation we obtained from the weak gravitational lensing measurement (see Section 4.1). Here we have defined $M_{200} \equiv 200 \times \frac{4}{3} \pi R_{500}^3 \rho_c(z)$, where $\rho_c(z)$ is the critical density of the Universe at redshift $z$. We then calculate $M_{200}$ and $R_{500}$ (with $M_{500}$ and $R_{500}$ defined analogously to $M_{200}$ and $R_{200}$), assuming an NFW density profile and the best-fitting effective concentration parameter, $c_{\text{eff}}$, from the best-fitting halo model (see Viola et al. 2015 for details). With the radius $R_{500}$ defined, we then extract a circular aperture around the group’s position from the X-ray map with angular radius $\theta_{\text{extract}} = 2\theta_{500}(R_{500}, z) + \text{FWHM}_{\text{RASS}}$, where $\theta_{500}(R_{500}, z) = R_{500}/d_A(z)$, with $d_A(z)$ the angular diameter distance to redshift $z$ and $\text{FWHM}_{\text{RASS}}$ is the 1.8 arcmin FWHM full width half maximum of the RASS. The group signal is then computed as the sum of the photon counts within $\theta_{500}$ minus the local background defined as annulus between $1.5 \times \theta_{500}$ and $\theta_{\text{extract}}$.

Note that we do not apply a point spread function (PSF) correction to the measured luminosity since Anderson et al. (2015, Fig. 4) have shown that the PSF of ROSAT is much less than $\theta_{500}$ for the mass range of the systems we study here (which are all at $z < 0.2$). The PSF will therefore have a negligible effect on the total flux within the aperture $\theta_{500}$. We do not mask bright sources, because we show in Appendix C that their contribution is not significant within our current uncertainties.

Having measured the background subtracted photon count-rates for each group, we convert these into a physical rest-frame flux using the web tool webPIMMS provided by NASA’s High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC).$^3$ The conversion factors are provided in Table 2. Details on the conversion of photon counts to flux can be found in Appendix D. Finally, we stack the resulting luminosities of the groups in the stellar mass bins and estimate the error by employing a bootstrap re-sampling over the sample in the bin. This uncertainty on the signal carries the statistical error on the mean as well as the sampling variance of the sample within the bin, the latter of which is the dominant source of uncertainty (we ignore cosmic variance in this study). Finally, to test our stacking analysis against possible systematic errors, we conducted a null-test by stacking random positions, details of which are provided in Appendix E. We find our stacking procedure to be free of significant biases.

The aperture photometry procedure applied to the simulation data is virtually identical to the procedure outlined above, differing only in that the simulation X-ray maps are given in observer frame flux (instead of photon counts) and we therefore only $k$-correct these into the rest frame flux (see Appendix D for details). The $k$-corrections are given in Table 3. We note that we smooth, with a Gaussian kernel, the higher resolution simulation maps to the RASS resolution of 1.8 arcmin.

$^2$See: http://cade.irap.omp.eu/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=welcome

$^3$https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3pimms/w3pimms.pl
4.3 The thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect in galaxy groups

Thermal X-ray emission of the diffuse intragroup gas is highly sensitive to the gas density, it therefore is an excellent probe of the inner regions of groups and clusters, but a less efficient tracer of the outskirts. The tSZ effect, which is a measure of the inverse Compton scattering of the low energy cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons by the highly energetic electrons of the intracluster medium, is, on the other hand, a more sensitive probe of the outskirts. This is due to its weaker dependence on gas density (which is linear, rather than scaling as the square of the mass density as in the case of X-ray emission). In this scattering process, a CMB photon gets an effective energy boost, changing its frequency which can be observed as a local distortion of the CMB spectrum (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972).

A common estimate of the tSZ effect is the Compton-$y$ parameter (the mean energy change of a photon due to scattering when travelling through a medium), integrated over the solid angle of the galaxy (-cluster) halo, $d\Omega = dA/d_\Omega^2(z)$:

$$ Y_c^y(M, \ z) = d_A^2(z) \frac{\sigma_T}{m_e c^2} 2 \pi \int_{f(b, M, 500)}^{f(b, M, 500)} dR \int_{r = 0}^{\infty} dP_c(R, M, z). $$

Here $\sigma_T$ is the Thomson scattering cross-section, $m_e c^2$ is the electron rest mass energy, and $P_c(r, M, z)$ is the electron pressure at a distance $r$ from the centre of a halo of mass $M$ at redshift $z$. $R$ is the projected distance to the centre of the halo and we have integrated the Compton-$y$ parameter over a cone of radius $R_c$ at the group location. As Compton-$y$ is dimensionless, $Y_c^y$ has units of area and is commonly expressed in square arcminutes.

We measure the tSZ signal of the GAMA galaxy groups using the all-sky Compton-$y$ map from the Planck Collaboration XIII (2016). The map is based on the Planck full mission data and, like the RASS maps, is provided in the HEALPix pixelization scheme (Gorski et al. 2005). The Planck Collaboration published two different maps, which are the result of different tSZ reconstruction algorithms from the CMB temperature maps (Planck Collaboration XIII 2016). In this work we make use of the MILCA map and apply both the point source and 40 per cent galactic foreground masks.

We stack the cylindrical integrated tSZ signal $Y_c^{y, \text{cyl}}$ of the groups in bins of total stellar mass (see Table 1). In accordance with previous studies, we choose a cylinder radius $R_c = 5 \times R_{500}$ to account for the relatively low resolution of the Planck $y$-map of 9.66 arcmin, which is larger than the radius $\theta_{500}$ for the majority of the systems we study.

The stacking procedure we employ for the tSZ signal is very similar to the one used for the X-ray data. Specifically, for every group in a stack we extract the pixels within an angular aperture $\theta_{\text{extract}} = 5 \times \theta_{500}(R_{500}, z) + \text{FWHM}_{\text{PlancktSZ}}$, where $\text{FWHM}_{\text{PlancktSZ}}$ is the Planck Compton-$y$ map beam size. The tSZ signal is then measured inside an aperture $R_c$ after subtracting the background estimated as the mean signal in an annulus between $R_c$ and $R_{\text{extract}}$. Next, the measured signal of the groups in the stellar mass bins is stacked and, analogous to the X-ray luminosity measurement, the error is calculated from a bootstrap re-sampling over the groups in a given bin. As with the X-ray stacking we tested our stacking procedure against possible systematics by conducting a null-test, the results of which are shown in Appendix E.

The measurement of the tSZ signal of the BAHAMAS galaxy groups is carried out analogously to the data. We use the maps constructed for each light-cone, which are smoothed with a Gaussian beam with an FWHM of 9.66 arcmin to match the beam size of the Planck Compton-$y$ map before applying the stacking procedure outlined above.

4.4 Testing the X-ray and tSZ stacking analyses

We have tested our X-ray and tSZ stacking analyses for possible biases using the simulations, for which we can compute the true X-ray (3D) luminosity and tSZ signals and compare this to the stacked 2D analysis discussed above (which is applied to the observational data and the simulation light-cone in an identical way). Specifically, using the true groups in the simulations, we evaluate the mean X-ray luminosity–halo mass and tSZ–halo mass relations, using 3D spherical apertures of $r_{500}$ and $5r_{500}$ for the X-ray and tSZ, respectively (see McCarthy et al. 2017 for further details of how the tSZ and X-ray emission are calculated from the particles). This 3D analysis is performed using a single snapshot of the simulation, output at $z = 0.125$, without going via the light-cones and aperture photometry procedure described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. For comparison, we then subject each true halo in the light-cones to our 2D observational analysis and we compute the stacked X-ray luminosity–halo mass and tSZ–halo mass relations using the true halo mass. The only difference between what we do here and what is described above in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 is that here we do not use an (observational) FoF algorithm to find the groups (we use the true simulation groups) and we use true halo masses rather than lensing masses. This allows us to isolate any potential biases in our X-ray or tSZ stacking procedure (e.g. due to inaccurate background estimation, source confusion, etc.).

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the ‘observationally processed’ or 2D data (black) and the simulation 3D data (blue) for the $L_X - M_{500}$ relation (left-hand panel) and the $L_y - M_{500}$ relation (right-hand panel, where $Y$ is defined in Section 5). We note that, whereas the 3D data (blue) error bars show the 16–84 percentile region, the observationally processed data (black) shows the 1σ error bars from a bootstrap re-sampling.

The true X-ray luminosity–mass relation in the left-hand panel of Fig. 5 is well recovered by our 2D observational analyses over the full range of (true) halo masses considered here. We note the fact that the mean 3D X-ray luminosities at low mass lie outside the 16th–84th percentile interval implies that the signal in these bins is dominated by a small fraction of the systems with higher than typical luminosities. The $Y^{5y} - M_{500}$ relation from the simulated observations (black points) is statistically consistent with the true answer (cyan points).

5 Scaling relations

In this section we present our main results, which are the recovered stacked scaling relations of GAMA and BAHAMAS groups. We first present the scaling relations between the stacked signals (weak lensing mass, X-ray luminosity, and tSZ flux) and the integrated group stellar mass (Fig. 6). We then use the stacked weak lensing halo masses to derive the X-ray luminosity–halo mass and tSZ flux–halo mass relations (Fig. 7).

5.1 Lensing, X-ray, and tSZ scalings with group-integrated stellar mass

In the top panel of Fig. 6 we show the stacked weak lensing mass ($M_{500}$) in bins of integrated group stellar mass. Here we show the weak lensing masses derived using the more flexible adapted halo
model of Viola et al. (2015) described in Section 4.1. We find that the mean observed and predicted halo masses agree to better than 0.1 dex for each of the three stellar mass samples. As noted previously, the error bars for the simulation data points are significantly smaller than those for the observational data because the simulated shear measurements neglect shape noise and the maps have a significantly higher source density.

The middle panel of Fig. 6 shows the stacked X-ray luminosity as a function of total stellar mass. The y-axis includes a factor $E(z)^{-7/3}$ to scale out the effects of self-similar redshift evolution, where $E(z) = H(z)/H_0$ is the dimensionless Hubble parameter. Here we find an amplitude offset between the measured and predicted X-ray luminosities at the level of $\sim 0.5$ dex. We will discuss the possible origin of this discrepancy further below.

In the lower panel of Fig. 6 we plot the relation between the average stellar mass of the groups $M^{\text{grp}}_\text{cyl}$ and $E(z)^{-7/3}Y_{500}M_{500}d_A(z)/(500\text{Mpc})^2$, where the exponent of the dimensionless Hubble parameter assumes self-similarity. Note that we do not expect the evolution of the X-ray or tSZ signals to be perfectly self-similar (e.g. Barnes et al. 2017; Le Brun et al. 2017). We measure a clear stacked tSZ signal for both observations, signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 4.2, and simulations, S/N = 8.9, and find that the $Y - M_\text{cyl}$ relation between the simulation and observational data is statistically consistent.

We note that some previous studies (e.g. Melin et al. 2010; Planck Collaboration XI 2013; Sehal et al. 2013) present the tSZ signal as the Compton-y parameter integrated over a sphere of radius $R_{500}$, $Y_{500}$. However, the spherically integrated Compton-y signal is not a directly observable quantity. Converting the cylindrically integrated $y$ signal to a spherically integrated $y$ signal requires either a de-projection or some assumptions on the shape of the pressure profile of the gas. The former is not feasible with the resolution of the current data and it assumes that there is no line of sight contamination by foreground or background objects. Previous studies (e.g. Melin et al. 2010; Planck Collaboration XI 2013; Sehal et al. 2013), have adopted the so-called ‘universal pressure profile’ (UPP) of Arnaud et al. (2010) in order to convert the observed signal into a spherically integrated quantity. However, the UPP, whilst providing a reasonably good description of very massive galaxy clusters, is not expected to describe the gas distribution in low-mass groups as well, due to the stronger impact of non-gravitational physics at this scale (e.g. Le Brun et al. 2017). We therefore choose to present our results as $Y_{500}^{\text{cyl}}$, which is a directly observable property in both data and simulation.

5.2 X-ray and tSZ scalings with lensing mass

We now combine the measurements of the lensing masses, X-ray luminosities, and tSZ effect fluxes to derive the scalings between the hot gas content and the total mass of groups. We show the $L_{X} - M_{500}$ and $Y_{500}^{\text{cyl}} - M_{500}$ relations of the GAMA and BAHAMAS galaxy groups in the left-hand and right-hand panels of Fig. 7, respectively. The masses used here are based on the adapted halo model described in Section 4.1.

The results are largely consistent with those of Fig. 6, in the sense that there is an excellent concordance between the observed and simulated scalings involving the tSZ flux, but also that there is an amplitude mismatch in the scaling involving X-ray luminosity as was shown in the middle panel of Fig. 6. Broadly speaking, it appears that the simulation provides an excellent description of the overall gas and stellar content of the groups, but it does not reproduce
in detail the central regions (from which the vast majority of the X-ray luminosity originates) of this optically selected group sample. McCarthy et al. (2017) found a similar offset between this simulation and the observed X-ray luminosity scalings with stellar mass and stacked weak lensing mass of the optically selected LBG sample of Anderson et al. (2015); Wang et al. (2016; see fig. 22 of McCarthy et al. 2017). However, no such offset was seen in their comparison with the observed X-ray luminosity—halo mass relation of X-ray-selected groups (see fig. 16 of McCarthy et al. 2017).

We note that we have corrected for the effects of Galactic absorption, something that is not present in the simulations. However this only increases the luminosities by at most ~15 per cent, whereas the offset between data and simulations is closer to a factor of 2–3. We therefore conclude that this effect is not significant enough to reconcile these offsets. The most plausible explanation is therefore that observed X-ray-selected groups are somewhat biased in terms of their mean X-ray luminosities and that the feedback in the simulations is still not sufficiently energetic in the central regions of groups and clusters. An interesting future challenge for the feedback modelling therefore is to see if it is possible to simultaneously match the overall gas and stellar fractions of optically selected groups while also reproducing, in a detailed sense, their radial gas distributions in the central regions.

6 SELECTION EFFECTS OF THE FRIENDS-OF-FRIENDS ALGORITHM

In Section 3.2 and Appendix A we discussed the performance of the FoF group finder by comparing the recovered and true group catalogues for BAHAMAS, concluding that fragmentation of massive groups/clusters occurs. While such fragmentation does not inhibit our ability to compare the simulations and observations, since both were subjected to the same group identification procedure, it does affect our ability to recover the true hot gas—halo mass relations. Here we investigate the effects that fragmentation and aggregation of galaxy groups by the FoF algorithm have on the recovered scaling relations. In order to do this, we compare the scaling relations found from the FoF analysis of the simulations to the underlying true simulation relation and also create a synthetic relation by matching the FoF groups to the true simulation groups.

Fig. 8 shows a summary of our findings. In both panels, the black points are the same as the black points shown in Fig. 5. These points represent the ‘truth’ established by the simulation. The scaling relations obtained from the FoF analysis, identified by the other points on fig. 8, should be compared to this ‘truth’, which, ideally, they should recover. The solid blue diamonds correspond to the BAHAMAS scaling relations found from our FoF analysis. Here, the adapted HOD modelling described in Section 4.1 was used. The open blue triangle points show the relations obtained if we use the fiducial (or standard) HOD modelling instead. The fiducial model is clearly unable to recover the true scaling relation while the adapted model is much closer to the black points, it does not recover them. The discrepancy between these FoF-based scaling relations and the ‘true’ relation cannot be caused by the stacking analysis itself since we demonstrated in Section 4.4 that this procedure is unbiased.

We show below that this is likely caused by the fragmentation and aggregation of the groups identified by the FoF finder as these lead to two effects that are likely to impact the scaling relations: The first effect is that the group centre assigned by the FoF will not be the true (optical) centre of the group, which will cause some of the aperture X-ray and tSZ fluxes to be underestimated. The second effect is that the group stellar mass will be underestimated because of missing members or interlopers, leading to groups ending up in the wrong stellar mass bin.

In order to investigate the impact of the above two effects we now stack the X-ray and tSZ signal using a matched group catalogue. In this catalogue, which is discussed in detail in Appendix A, each BAHAMAS FoF group is matched to the most likely true group in the simulation. The matched version of every FoF group now uses the correct centre for the aperture defined by the central galaxy of the matched (true) group. The halo mass of each stack is then defined as the mean halo mass of these matched haloes in each stellar mass bin. The result is shown in Fig. 8 as the red squares. We find that the re-centring of the aperture has little effect on the

\[^5\text{Note that the miscentring due to fragmentation and aggregation is separate issue from the problem that the central galaxy might not trace the centre of the matter distribution.}\]
amplitude of the tSZ signal, whereas the X-ray signal increases significantly in the lowest mass bin. This is caused by the fact that the X-ray flux is strongly peaked around the true centre, therefore a wrong centre, due to e.g. fragmentation of the FoF-selected groups, could lead to missing a significant part of the signal. Moreover, the miscentring can also result in oversubtraction of the background, which would even amplify the previous effect leading to an underestimation of the X-ray luminosity of the blue points (triangles and diamonds). As expected, the re-centring of the aperture has the strongest effect in the first bin, where the fragmentation is strongest.

The matched groups that constitute the red squares sample in Fig. 8 are a subset of the true halo catalogue from which the true relation (black points) was generated. The only quantity that enters into the red squares that stems from the FoF analysis is the group stellar mass on basis of which the ‘matched groups’ have been assigned to a stellar mass bin. Given that the red squares do not align with the scaling relation traced by the black points, the logical conclusion is that the groups were assigned to the wrong stellar mass bin, thus causing halo masses to be mixed stronger between the different bins than might be reasonably expected from the scatter in the $M_{500}^{\text{pp}} - M_{\text{halo}}$ relation. The mixing of halo masses between bins is further investigated in Appendix F where we re-map the groups from the stellar mass bins back to their original value and we indeed recover the correct (black points) scaling relations.

This leads to the conclusion that fragmentation/aggregation of the FoF groups finder is responsible for the deviation of the scaling relations. It is caused by two effects combined: the miscentring of the apertures which causes an underestimation of tSZ- and in particular X-ray-flux, and the mixing of halo masses between different bins. The first former causes the data points to shift downwards on the $L_X - M_{500}$ plane and to a lesser extent the $Y - M$ plane, compared to where they need ought to be in case of correctly centred apertures. This is captured in the difference in $(L_X/Y)$-values between the red squares and blue diamonds in Fig. 8. The latter effect, however, causes slightly more non-trivial shifts on the aforementioned plain, which we can illustrate with the use of an example. Imagine a massive cluster that ends up in a low (stellar-) mass bin due to fragmentation by the FoF finder. This cluster will increase the mean mass of the stack slightly causing a slight rightward shift in Fig. 8.

However, it will increase the X-ray luminosity or tSZ value even more due to the steep scaling of these quantities with halo mass, causing the stacked data point to shift upwards in Fig. 8 by a greater amount and to move away from the underlying relation (the black points in the same figure). In Appendix F we show that if we rebin all groups from their FoF stellar mass bin into halo mass bins, we indeed recover the underlying scaling relations.

7 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In this paper we presented a consistent comparison of the stacked weak lensing calibrated X-ray luminosity– and tSZ–mass scaling relations of FoF galaxy groups between the GAMA galaxy survey and the BAHAMAS hydrodynamical simulation. To do so, we defined an approximately volume-limited ($z < 0.2$) sample of groups 180 and 625 deg$^2$ of constructed light-cones, of the GAMA data and BAHAMAS simulation, respectively, and compared their properties.

We showed that we can select similar groups in both observations and simulation, resulting in statistically equivalent systems; this is essential for any meaningful comparison. With the selected group samples we show that the BAHAMAS simulation reproduce the $Y - M_{\text{halo}}$ and $Y - M_{500}$ relations strikingly well, which is a direct indication that the integrated electron pressure, and hence the density and temperature distributions, are realistic in the simulation. The overall scaling of the X-ray luminosity with both stellar and halo mass agrees well between data and simulation, but the BAHAMAS results show an overall amplitude offset with respect to the observations. As McCarthy et al. (2017) have shown that the simulations reproduce the X-ray luminosities of X-ray-selected systems, the offset here with respect to our optically selected sample may suggest that X-ray selection results in a biased subset of the group population (e.g. Anderson et al. 2015) and that the simulations may require more details on the matching.

$^6$Compared to the position it would have been had there only been low mass systems in the bin as one naively would expect based on the $M_{500}^{\text{pp}} - M_{\text{halo}}$ relation from the simulations.
somewhat more efficient late-time feedback to reproduce the X-ray luminosities of an unbiased sample.

We measure the excess surface mass density profiles from the gravitational shear induced by the group in both the simulation and around the GAMA groups using the weak lensing data from KiDS and find that the BAHAMAS matter density profiles recover the observational data well. We find that our approach to mimic the observations is robust against projection effects and other systematics.

From the comparison of the recovered scaling relations from our FoF analysis with the underlying scaling relations in the simulation, we find that our group catalogues suffer from serious fragmentation and aggregation issues. This leads to mixing of objects in the relations between stellar-mass and halo-mass relation, which in turn leads to biases in the $Y - M$ and $L_X - M$ relations, and consequently, an offset in the amplitude and a flattening of the slope in both the tSZ and X-ray luminosity relations. We investigated the fragmentation and aggregation by matching the FoF groups to the underlying simulation groups and conclude that this selection effect does not affect our comparison between data and simulation as they both suffer from it in the same way, although it does prevent us from comparing our FoF analysis directly to Wang et al. (2016).

The fact that the recovered scaling relations of the GAMA and BAHAMAS FoF groups agree so well, despite the problems with the FoF algorithm, is the consequence of the realism of the simulation and our ability to select equivalent samples in both observations and data. It also highlights the need for realistic hydrodynamical simulation to test our assumptions and correctly interpret observational data. Being able to make such comparisons for galaxy group samples is an important step to validate the use of hydrodynamical simulation to better understand the baryon physics governing the structure of these systems and hence the matter distribution at small scales.

This does not take away the point that in order to fully understand these structures in future surveys, and the relation to baryon physics, it will be necessary to mitigate these selection biases altogether, particularly when studying the hydrostatic structure of these groups via the stacked density profiles. We note that issues with fragmentation/aggregation potentially affect any group finding technique, implying that this is an issue that must be investigated systematically, which can now be done with the aid of hydrodynamical simulation.

To fully exploit the power of groups to constrain baryon physics, larger samples will also be required. We are currently working towards resolving problems with simulating the optical luminosity function in order to unlock the full flux limited GAMA group sample. This would tackle two problems at once: first the sample size would increase significantly and secondly, the full luminosity-dependent GAMA FoF group finder (Robotham et al. 2011) can be used to more robustly select galaxy group in both data and simulation.
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APPENDIX A: FOF VERSUS TRUE GROUPS

To investigate the possible selection effects that arise from our choice of a fixed linking length, we match all the BAHAMAS FoF groups to the true simulation groups based on galaxy membership. For this matching we follow the procedure outlined in Robotham et al. (2011) and define the most probable match to be the one that maximizes

$$P_{\text{FoF}} = \frac{N_{\text{FoF}}^2}{N_{\text{FoF}} N_{\text{true}}}.$$

(Appendix A1)

where $N_{\text{FoF}}$ is the multiplicity of the FoF group, $N_{\text{true}}$ is the multiplicity of the true group, and $N_{\text{overlap}}$ is the number of galaxies in common between the FoF and the true group.

As an example, imagine there is an FoF group with six members, four of which are in common with a true group of five members and two of which are in common with a true group of nine members. According to the above metric the most probable match is the true group having four members in common, for which $P_{\text{FoF}} = (4 \times 4)/(6 \times 9) = 0.53$ compared to $P = (2 \times 2)/(6 \times 9) = 0.07$.

Figure A1. Distribution of total halo mass for true groups that are bijectively matched to FoF groups (black), ones that have been fragmented by the FoF algorithm (red), and the ones that have been aggregated by the FoF algorithm (blue).
We find that only 63 per cent of the FoF groups are bijectively matched to a true halo, where the criterion for a bijective match is that the joint population of the true and the FoF group includes more than 50 per cent of their respective members. The remaining 37 per cent of the groups are either matched to more than 1 true group (aggregation), or multiple FoF groups are matched to the same true group (fragmentation).

Having investigated the matching of FoF groups to true groups more closely, we find that the aggregation/fragmentation is roughly a function of halo mass; we find that most of the highest mass haloes, i.e. \( \log[M_{200}/(h^{-1} M_\odot)] > 14 \), are fragmented into subhaloes whereas the low mass systems are mostly aggregated groups (see Fig. A1). This has the effect that the assigned group stellar mass, i.e. the sum of the stellar masses of the FoF group members is grossly underestimated for high-mass haloes and these can populate lower stellar mass bins, possibly multiple times, for every FoF group linked to this halo. On the other side, aggregated FoF groups can dilute the higher stellar mass bins, although the effect of this is less severe due to the steep scaling of the X-ray luminosity and tSZ signal with halo mass.

Fig. A2 shows, for the matched groups, how the true halo masses are indeed distributed in a given group stellar mass bin: we can clearly see that the fragmentation and aggregation effect contaminates group stellar mass bins. All three bins contain haloes of a wide range in masses, but the fragmentation of massive haloes clearly has the strongest effect in the lowest stellar mass bin, which contains, against a naive expectation based on the \( M^{\text{crit}}_{200} - M_{\text{halo}} \) relation from simulations, many massive haloes. In Section 6 we discuss the effects this has on the scaling relations.

**APPENDIX B: HALO MODEL FITS**

Here we list all the best-fitting parameters used in this study. Tables B1 and B2 show the fit with the 68 per cent confidence interval of the standard halo model parameters as described in Viola et al. (2015); however, we warn against reading too much into their physical meaning given the aggregation/fragmentation issues). The meaning of the parameters are described in Section 4.1: \( f_c, \sigma_c, \log(M^{1,2,3}_{200}) \), \( p_{\text{off}} \) and \( r_{\text{off}} \) correspond to the amplitude of the NFW mass–concentration relation, the width of the lognormal HOD, the mean of the lognormal HOD for the BAHAMAS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table B1. Halo model parameters fitted to the simulations (top table) and data (bottom table) for the simple model case. A full description of the parameters are given in Viola et al. (2015).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BAHAMAS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( f_c )</th>
<th>( \sigma_c )</th>
<th>( p_{\text{off}} )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{off}} )</th>
<th>( \log[M^{1}<em>{200}/(h^{-1} M</em>\odot)] )</th>
<th>( \log[M^{2}<em>{200}/(h^{-1} M</em>\odot)] )</th>
<th>( \log[M^{3}<em>{200}/(h^{-1} M</em>\odot)] )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.64^{+0.02}_{-0.02}</td>
<td>0.70^{+0.03}_{-0.04}</td>
<td>0.27^{+0.45}_{-0.25}</td>
<td>0.02^{+0.05}_{-0.01}</td>
<td>13.14^{+0.03}_{-0.02}</td>
<td>13.67^{+0.03}_{-0.03}</td>
<td>14.09^{+0.03}_{-0.05}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.66^{+0.17}_{-0.13}</td>
<td>0.56^{+0.10}_{-0.18}</td>
<td>0.34^{+0.37}_{-0.24}</td>
<td>0.20^{+0.21}_{-0.14}</td>
<td>13.18^{+0.10}_{-0.10}</td>
<td>13.66^{+0.08}_{-0.10}</td>
<td>14.17^{+0.09}_{-0.10}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table B2. Halo model parameters fitted to the simulations (top table) and data (bottom table) for the adapted model case. Superscripts 1, 2, 3 correspond to the three mass bins defined in Table 1. A full description of the parameters are given in Viola et al. (2015).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( f_c^1 )</th>
<th>( f_c^2 )</th>
<th>( f_c^3 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_c^1 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_c^2 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_c^3 )</th>
<th>( p_{\text{off}}^1 )</th>
<th>( p_{\text{off}}^2 )</th>
<th>( p_{\text{off}}^3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.28^{+0.16}_{-0.23}</td>
<td>2.24^{+0.14}_{-0.26}</td>
<td>0.49^{+0.09}_{-0.09}</td>
<td>0.81^{+0.12}_{-0.14}</td>
<td>0.78^{+0.10}_{-0.13}</td>
<td>0.49^{+0.11}_{-0.09}</td>
<td>0.75^{+0.02}_{-0.02}</td>
<td>0.71^{+0.03}_{-0.04}</td>
<td>0.00^{+0.00}_{-0.00}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.38^{+0.40}_{-0.47}</td>
<td>3.13^{+0.34}_{-0.34}</td>
<td>4.54^{+3.36}_{-2.95}</td>
<td>13.62^{+4.04}_{-3.04}</td>
<td>13.87^{+0.03}_{-0.03}</td>
<td>14.34^{+0.05}_{-0.06}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GAMA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( f_c^1 )</th>
<th>( f_c^2 )</th>
<th>( f_c^3 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_c^1 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_c^2 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_c^3 )</th>
<th>( p_{\text{off}}^1 )</th>
<th>( p_{\text{off}}^2 )</th>
<th>( p_{\text{off}}^3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.38^{+0.75}_{-0.72}</td>
<td>1.63^{+0.59}_{-0.57}</td>
<td>0.57^{+0.29}_{-0.20}</td>
<td>0.71^{+0.20}_{-0.28}</td>
<td>0.65^{+0.20}_{-0.27}</td>
<td>0.40^{+0.18}_{-0.23}</td>
<td>0.64^{+0.15}_{-0.24}</td>
<td>0.52^{+0.19}_{-0.24}</td>
<td>0.00^{+0.00}_{-0.00}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( r_{\text{off}}^1 )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{off}}^2 )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{off}}^3 )</th>
<th>( \log[M^{1}<em>{200}/(h^{-1} M</em>\odot)] )</th>
<th>( \log[M^{2}<em>{200}/(h^{-1} M</em>\odot)] )</th>
<th>( \log[M^{3}<em>{200}/(h^{-1} M</em>\odot)] )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.81^{+0.30}_{-2.45}</td>
<td>5.42^{+3.02}_{-3.82}</td>
<td>4.40^{+3.44}_{-2.88}</td>
<td>13.57^{+0.14}_{-0.14}</td>
<td>13.88^{+0.15}_{-0.16}</td>
<td>14.32^{+0.13}_{-0.15}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
three bins, the probability for the BCG to be miscentred, and the amount of miscentring from the bottom of the gravitational potential well.

APPENDIX C: BRIGHT X-RAY SOURCES

When studying X-ray emission from the thermal Bremsstrahlung from the hot intracluster medium (ICL) one needs to consider the possible contribution from other X-ray sources, such as compact objects like X-ray binaries and AGN. While the contribution of the former is shown in Anderson et al. (2015, Fig. 5) to be negligible for the mass range of the systems in our studies, the latter source of X-ray emission requires more careful approach.

The X-ray luminosity in the simulations comes only from the hot gas content of the haloes. Known AGN X-ray sources should therefore be masked in a direct comparison between observations and simulation data. We investigated the effect of masking bright sources $>2 \times 10^{-2}$ photon counts/s listed in the Second ROSAT All-Sky Survey (2RXS) source catalogue (Boller et al. 2016) and found, in line with the findings of Anderson et al. (2015), that masking these sources has a relatively small effect on the total stacked flux. Reducing the flux within the different bins by a small fraction $\lesssim 20$ per cent depending on the bin.

We note that we are dealing with a very low redshift sample of groups so that most of the AGN listed in the 2RXS source catalogue will lie at a higher redshift and therefore are not correlated with the GAMA groups in our sample and mainly add to the background, which is subtracted in our stacking analysis. We therefore decided not to remove point sources listed in the 2RXS source catalogues from the RASS data when stacking. The possible flux bias we introduce this way is $< 10$ per cent in the two lower mass bins and $\sim 20$ per cent in the highest mass bin, which is within the error bars of the X-ray luminosities of our sample and hence will not affect the conclusions of our study.

APPENDIX D: COUNTS TO FLUX CONVERSION

As the flux levels of most faint X-ray sources are very low, observational X-ray data is commonly provided in photon counts per unit time within an energy band. These count-rates are then converted into an energy flux based on assumptions of the source’s rest frame spectrum, the galactic gas column density, and the telescope’s efficiency over the observed energy range (this is provided in the response matrix of the telescope).

In this work we convert the photon count-rate of the GAMA groups into an energy flux using the webPIMMS$^7$ tool provided by NASA’s HEASARC. We select the conversion Rosat PSPC counts to flux, choosing the APEC model (Smith et al. 2001) to model the average source spectrum for a stack. The plasma temperature for the model is calculated using the weak lensing calibrated $M_{500} - T$ relation from Kettula et al. (2013). We assume a plasma metallicity of $Z = 0.4Z_\odot$ following Anderson et al. (2015).$^8$

The model source is placed at the median redshift of the groups within the bin. By providing a source redshift for the model, webPIMMS includes the $k$-correction corresponding to this redshift in the predicted flux rates.

The Galactic hydrogen column is taken to be $3.0 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-2}$, which is the median value for the different sight lines to the groups as calculated from the $N_H$ tool$^9$ (Willingale et al. 2013). This tool combines the $N_H$ from the Leiden/Argentine/Bonn Survey (Kalberla et al. 2005) and the dust map from Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998).

webPIMMS calculates a predicted flux at given count-rate and for a given Galactic gas column density $N_H$, but also provides an unabsorbed flux estimate which corrects for the scatter and absorption due to the galactic gas column density provided. Since we are interested in this unabsorbed flux we use the latter conversion factor for our conversion from flux to luminosity. The counts to flux factors $C_{\text{flux}}$ are provided in Table 2; note that these conversion factors already include the appropriate $k$-correction.

As the X-ray maps from the BAHAMAS simulations are given in observer frame flux, we only $k$-correct these fluxes back into the rest-frame using the ratio of an APEC model at the median group redshift of a stack to that same model at redshift 0. The $k$-correction factors are listed in Table 3.

APPENDIX E: NULL TESTS FOR X-RAY AND TSZ STACKING

In this section we show that our X-ray and tSZ results are robust against systematic errors introduced by our stacking procedure. For a similar analysis of the lensing measurement we refer the reader to Viola et al. (2015).

We perform the same stacking procedures outlined in Section 4 but this time we randomize the Galactic longitude of the groups$^{10}$ so that it effectively becomes a random measurement. We keep the group’s redshift and stellar mass the same. We repeat this random stacking 1000 times and measure the mean and 1$\sigma$ errors of these 1000 realizations, and present the results in Fig. E1. The top and bottom panels show the comparison of the random and real $Y - M_\star$ and $L_X - M_\star$ relations, respectively. We conclude that our measurement has no significant systematic bias.

APPENDIX F: HALO MASS MIXING

In Section 6 we have shown that the stacks of FoF groups suffer from a mixing of halo masses. This is due to large haloes being fragmented into smaller groups and small haloes being aggregated into larger groups. In this appendix we show how the true BAHAMAS haloes matched to each FoF group in a given stellar mass bin map onto the real $Y - M$ and $L_X - M$ relation. We also investigate the effect of the apparent richness cut imposed in our selection of FoF groups.

In fig. F1 we compare the BAHAMAS $Y - M$ (top) and $L_X - M$ (bottom) scaling relations with (red) and without (purple) the multiplicity cut $N_{\text{FoF}} \geq 5$. Plotted are the stacks of the groups matched to the FoF groups as described in Section 5. We find, as expected from fig. A2, the lowest stellar mass bin drops in both

$^7$http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3pimms/w3pimms.pl
$^8$WebPIMMS makes use of pre-calculated APEC models for given metallicity and temperature (spanning the range 0.0343–27.25 keV). We choose the model with a plasma temperature closest to the average plasma temperature we calculated for the stacks

$^9$http://www.swift.ac.uk/analysis/nhtot/

$^{10}$We rotate along the longitudinal direction instead of a complete randomization of the group’s position to prevent it from moving into the galactic plane.
average halo mass and its gas hot gas content. The multiplicity cut, however, does not seem to affect the slope of the overall scaling relations. And the shallow slope can be completely contributed to the halo mass mixing due to fragmentation and aggregation of galaxy groups.

To more directly illustrate the effect the mixing of halo masses has on the scaling relations we show, in the top panel of fig. F1, the $Y - M$ scaling of the groups in the first stellar mass bin (highlighted as the large red square), when we rebin them according to their true halo mass from the simulations (blue). The black points show the underlying ‘true’ relation for reference. We see that by ‘undoing’ the halo mass mixing we recover the underlying scaling relation. The bottom panel of fig. F1 shows the same but for the second stellar mass bin and the X-ray luminosity.
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